2006 cobalt power steering

The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and
reliability analysis of the Chevrolet Cobalt based on all problems reported for the Cobalt.
Yesterday was on way home from work and car just died on city street with no warning. I
somehow managed to get the car to a parking lot and out of traffic. I tried to start the car and no
the car wont start back up so I had to have the car towed home. Last week I lost power steering
while driving on a rural road and then car started acting like it was going to die. I stopped and
when I stopped the car jerked into a forward position. I shut the car off and restarted the car and
the transmission was shifting really hard going from 1st to 2nd gear when getting ready to slow
down it seemed like the car was a manual and I had it in 5th gear because it was seeming like it
was going to stall out because the transmission was idling in the wrong gear as I was slowing
down. Sometime the key will get stuck in the ignition and I have the steering column cover off
so I can push the white button to release the key. When the keys are not in the ignition the
speedometer and the rpm and everything electrical in the car jumps back and forth like the car
was on. Takata recall the car will randomly lose power steering. The power steering message
will display on the dash and the steering wheel will lock up. You will then hear a clicking sound
as if the transmission is going bad. The car will jerk forward really hard and as you bring the car
to a stop, the car will shake and you will hear all kinds of rattling. The check engine light will
come on as well as the car with the lock light. Sometimes the steering wheel will unlock itself
but you will also have all of the other symptoms. As I stated earlier it happens randomly so I
have to constantly pull over to avoid an accident! I contacted general motors and they stated
the car had already been fixed and I got it after the warranty so it's all in my hands. Why does
the customer have to literally pay for the mistakes of the company I've literally read thousands
of reviews of people having these same issues. It's an extremely dangerous car!! This happens
when the car is stationary, in motion, on the street, and on the highway. Traction control light
comes on. Difficult to control car due to rough year shifting, lose power steering. Car eventually
loses power. Dangerous cannot get out of traffic without causing accident. Turn off car and
restart all lights are off and seems ok but will randomly happen again-- two times in same
week!!!! I was backing out of my driveway and and the car immediately lost power steering. I
heard a chiming sound and saw the power steering flashing on the dash. The steering wheel
was almost impossible to turn and was very difficult to get the car back in the driveway. My wife
was driving her car a chevy Cobalt LS all of the sudden the dash board lights turned on as if it
was being turned on from a cold start. The car started to buckle in the message board started to
say power steering. She lost power steering and had to make an emergency stop. I checked the
car that afternoon and nothing seemed fine then on a Saturday afternoon it did the same thing
to me. I took it to a mechanic to be scanned and the code u poped up which is the control
module bus communication buss was off. The transmission has not been shifting right, hard,
rough shifts are being done. The idle drops and raises automatically. My door lock for he driver
side does not open as well. This is really unsafe. We were driving down the road in oct when all
of sudden dash lights up flashing dinging going crazy the car keeps jerking forward like its
trying to shift into a gear for the whole 40 min drive it drove fine on the way home. It has done
this maybe three times since the other day I was driving my grand children to school when the
car started to jerk forward then just stopped running and lost power steering , in a three way
intersection , my car finally started up after about 10 mins. In oct when the car started having
problems I called our dealer they said the car had all the recalls done that it would cost 90 to
check it out and that they wouldn't be able to find anything unless it was having the issues at
the time they had the vehicle I ended up calling gm about the problem only to be told I am sorry
that you had a stressful morning we can give you a case number and will get back to you within
24 to 48 hours may car now sets at my daughters house I will not be driving this car for fear I
may injury or kill my grandchildren or others this vehicle id a death trap gm needs to own up
and buy out these vehicles so upset right now shame on them how many lives need to be lost
before they do something this time?. I was driving on the highway, and my Cobalt suddenly lost
power steering. I received flashing warning messages for power steering and another one
saying "service air bag. These two things happened simultaneously. Driving down the road and
all items on gauge cluster die and come back on over and over again. Security light pops on abs
light comes on air bag light comes on. I lose power steering when this happens and sometime
vehicle wont start and my security light pops on. Sometimes nothing in my gauge cluster wont
work and all warning lights will appear when driving down the road or as soon as I start my
vehicle. While driving my chevy Cobalt when I lost power steering which made it difficult to
control my car around sharp turns due to the fact that I was not expecting the power steering to
just go out on me like that. This type of problem is very dangerous especially when it happens
while driving. I have already had my power steering fixed once due to a past recall and here I am
again having problems with the same thing again!. Now 2 dealers can't figure out what is wring

with the car, but suspect the steering module is out. Driving you lose power steering, just as
before. Scan shows 19 codes all associated with the steering. My car and a friend with the same
vehicle have expierenced this. I was driving down a dirt road traveling between 15 and 20 mph. I
had made it safely up the road and down the road till I started to turn a corner. It was a blind
corner and as I started to turn I noticed the steering was really tough to control. I had lost power
steering, the change was so sudden and it caused the steering wheel to jerk that I lost control of
the car and slide across the road and into a very deep ditch. The angle I impacted caused
damage to my front driver side bumper, fender, driver side front and rear door panels and rear
bumper. It also cracked my bumper in two places and broke part of the driver side splash guard
loose. There looked to be damage to the driver side headlight as well. I have contacted the
dealership where I bought the car and they have order a replacement motor for the car and
referred me to the gm customer service to find out whether the other repairs that need to be
done will be taken care of by gm. On a side note I received a letter from gm issuing the recall
and stating that I will be sent a letter when parts become available. The contact owns a
Chevrolet Cobalt. The contact stated while driving at speeds of 65 mph there was an unusual
noise and the power steering light illuminated on the instrument panel. The vehicle would
intermittently lose power steering. The dealer would not perform a diagnostic or further
investigate the failure. The manufacturer had not been contacted. The failure and current
mileages were , The VIN was not available. While driving at approximately 35 mph, the vehicle
lost power steering which made it extremely difficult to turn the steering wheel. The same failure
occurred about times. The vehicle had not been taken to the dealership at the time of the
complaint. The current and failure mileages were approximately 67, I was driving and I was
turning on a curb. I lost my power steering. I was going 50 mph. I went to take the car to the
dealer and turned the car and once I restarted my car the power steering was back as if nothing
happened. I was told by 2 dealer that my car is not on a recall list. And, that I needed to get the
power steer motor replaced most likely. I recently bought a chevy Cobalt LS. It had miles on it or
close there to. Yesterday I was driving when all of a sudden to power steering word came
across the screen. At that time my car lost all power steering. This is a serious problem with the
vehicle. It is an electric power steering system and should be considered as a recall. I checked
and there are hundreds of other complaints. On Feb 3, my chevy Cobalt lost power steering. I
have 50, miles on the car. I lost control and veered off into on coming traffic but tried to correct
and ended in the ditch. Thank god I did not get in a wreck. I turned off the car and then turned it
back on and the power steering came back on. It goes out often since then. Chevy needs a
recall cause apparently there are many Cobalt's out there doing the same thing. What are they
waiting for a death????. My car lost total power steering 3 weeks ago while I was driving. It was
very difficult to make a turn or park if it had been my wife or an elderly person driving it can be
extremely dangerous. The lost of power steering has happen 2x the first time was 3 weeks
ago,but after I stop and turn the car off the power steering worked again. Then it happen again 3
days ago this time I was on the highway, and I was driving 70mph again very dangerous
situation. I read that you are investigating the lost of power steering in chevy Cobalts, and we
had an incident this last weekend. My son was practicing parallel parking in front of our condo,
and the vehicle lost the power steering. It only occurred when the vehicle was idling very slow,
since he was not moving fast to do the parking, but if you pulled back out into the road, and
accelerated, the power assist to the steering came back. When the assist was off, it was
extremely difficult to move the steering wheel. I have owned the car almost 4 years and this is
the first time I have noticed the loss of power assist steering. So it may have something to do
with turning the steering to extremes as you do when parking, or maybe with steering at a very
slow rate of speed while doing the work of parking. Just thought I would report this to help in
your investigation. She states that while driving at 45 mph the power steering light illuminated
and she lost the power steering on the vehicle. She was able to pull over where she turned the
vehicle off and then on and the vehicle was fine. After a few minutes the power steering light
came back on. The dealer was contacted and they stated that they will repair the failure at the
owners expense. There have been no repairs for the failure. She has noticed that whenever the
temperature drops or when it rains that's when she loses power steering. The failure mileage
was and current mileage was We lost the power steering on our car twice. The first time, was
when we were turning around. The second, was on the highway going 70 miles an hour. After
the second incident, we had the power steering motor replaced. They installed a motor kit, part
number 1 We do not have the old parts. While driving 25 mph for 15 minutes the power steering
light flashed on the dashboard and the vehicle lost power steering. The contact lost control of
the vehicle briefly and had difficulty parking the vehicle. The dealer informed the contact that
the entire power steering system needed to be replaced. The failure mileage was 61, While
driving 30 mph the power steering light flashed on the dashboard and the vehicle lost power

steering and the contact briefly lost control of the vehicle. The contact drove the vehicle home
and notified the manufacturer regarding the failure. The manufacturer did not want the contact
to have the vehicle repaired until further notice; however, the dealer informed the contact that
the power steering motor needed to be replaced. The vehicle was repaired. The contact is
concerned about the safety risk since there were no related recalls. The failure mileage was 47, I
had just gotten off the highway and my car lost all power steering. Took it to a shop the next
day and they said there was a bulletin out that these electric motors can overheat if you car sits
idle for too long or you are stopped and the wheel is turned a certain way. It was a very snowy
day and the roads were very icy. There would have been no way for me to swerve quickly out of
someone's path if they cut in front of me or god forbid a deer would have jumped in front of me.
I have a 6 year old daughter and thank god she wasn't in the car. I would hate to get in a severe
car accident because there is a defect with a chevy part. This should definitely be recalled and
fixed immediately. I imagine there are several parents that have this car and how unfair is that? I
was told to just shut my car off and let it cool down. Well that's a fabulous idea on a highway
when the roads are icy. Good idea. I should have thought of that. This is a serious malfunction
that needs to be fixed. Power steering now intermittently goes out while driving down the road.
Vehicle must be powered off then back on to make the power steering work again. While driving
60 mph the power steering warning light illuminated on the instrument control panel, and then
he lost power steering. After restarting the vehicle the power came back on. The vehicle has not
been taken to the dealer. The failure mileage was 71, Intermittently while driving, she loses
power steering. Prior to the failure she notices the power steering warning light illuminated on
the instrument control panel. Usually she has to restart her vehicle to resume normal vehicle
operation. She contacted the dealer, but no assistance was provided. No repairs were made.
The failure and current mileages While driving on a straight stretch of I 40 in north carolina, the
power steering message flashed, and then we lost power steering. There were several cars
around us at the time. After pulling over to check under the hood it was after dark and we
couldn't see under the hood , we restarted the car and had power steering again, but lost it
within 2 miles. We drove it again the next day and the day after, and the situation did not repeat
itself. We opted to have the part replaced because the car is often driven on winding mountain
roads and losing power steering on these roads presents a major safety risk. I have lost power
steering in my chevy Cobalt. It is dangerous and nothing has been done. How is it that gm is not
taking responsibility over this safety hazard, but they are suing the company that made these
electrical power steering? Gm said customers have complained about unusual rattles, "clunks"
and other noises. It pinpointed the flaw to "excessive gear backlash," which causes problems in
the steering column under certain driving conditions. The lawsuit names jtekt north America
inc. Of daleville, va. Gm said it wants to be paid for replacing thousands of parts under
customer warranty claims on the Cobalt, pursuit, g5, hhr and other cars, starting with model
year. This is a noise issue. The steering systems are in tens of thousands of gm cars. Court
papers do not indicate whether the company considers this a safety issue. A gm spokesman,
alan adler, had no immediate comment. The lawsuit was filed in August in macomb county
circuit court, amended there in October and moved Nov. While driving my chevy Cobalt, the
power steering light came on and immediately I lost my power steering. I was on a secondary
road and almost collided head on with an on coming vehicle. For a while you could turn off the
ignition and restart the vehicle and the power steering would engage, but as of now, I have
complete malfunction and have not had power steering in almost 4 month! The repair is in
excess of The car is extremely hard to handle and a danger on the road. When driving my dash
displayed a power steering message. Then the car starts to jump and then check engine light
comes on. Then I lose power steering. When we took it to the dealer twice they could not find
the problem. This has happened about 5 times and did not happen until my car had about miles
over the 60, warranty miles. My car is a chevy Cobalt When driving 30 mph he lost power
steering without any prior warnings. As a consequence steering became very difficult. A
mechanic concluded that the electrical power steering failed. The failure and current mileages
were 80, Intermittently while driving the power steering warning light illuminates on the
instrument control panel, and then the vehicle loses power steering. As a consequence steering
because extremely difficult. While attempting to enter a highway she lost power steering.
Usually she can restart the vehicle to temporally remedy the failure. The vehicle has not been
inspected by the dealer. The current and failure mileages were There was no warning im driving
about 55 mph down highway and all of a sudden I lost my power steering very hard to drive I
pulled over turned car off and looked under hood didn't see no problem got back in started car
up and power steering was back got it home and parked it I had my mechanic come and look at
it put machine on it no problem showed so I took it about 10 miles from home and it did it again
shut off car and restarted it and problem was gone for awhile but keeps recurring over and over

so afraid im not going to be able to handle this car everytime it decides to do this its got me
stunned I did some research and im not the only one experiencing this problem I've seen a least
25 to 40 others whom have same problem its going to cause a accident and I hope its not me
but I have complained about this already and I got it recorded where I have complained so it
needs to be resolved before someone gets hurt and then there will be lawsuits for chevy Cobalt
makers to deal with. Car Problems. Lose Power Steering problem 1. Lose Power Steering
problem 2. Lose Power Steering problem 3. Lose Power Steering problem 4. Lose Power
Steering problem 5. Lose Power Steering problem 6. Lose Power Steering problem 7. Lose
Power Steering problem 8. Lose Power Steering problem 9. Lose Power Steering problem Other
Steering related problems of the Chevrolet Cobalt. Steering problems Steering problems. Power
Steering Light On problems. Power Steering Failed problems. Steering Column problems.
Electric Power Assist Steering System problems. Steering Failed problems. Steering Is Tight
problems. Steering Noise problems. Power Steering Pump problems. Hydraulic Power Assist
Steering System problems. Steering Rack And Pinion problems. Beeguz answered 5 years ago.
Cobalts come with electric steering, it is power steering using electric motors to help you turn.
Brianna answered 5 years ago. Stephen answered 5 years ago. There is no power steering fluid
to add on a cobalt the steering is electric. Small electric motors help you turn the wheel. If you
have a problem turning you may have to have the electric motor replaced. Dave answered 5
years ago. Guru5QWDV answered 3 years ago. GuruT8CH3 answered 2 years ago. GuruVKM2T
answered 2 years ago. When it comes to recalls , the price only has to be changed once , a
warranty of 1 year km is granted, however if the part fails for the second time I suggest calling
the manufacturer as they may assist in the repair. GuruV8Y3J answered 2 years ago. I have my
chevy cobalt My steering wheels gets hard after a while once i start driving and it says power
steering Question? I thought u just add power steering but i seem to not find it or what do i do?
MsDixie60 answered 2 years ago. There is no power stearing fluid. You have an Electric motor.
Its under the dash on the drivers side. It is my understanding that this electric motor when it
shorts can take down your entire electical system. If that is true well for me it explains a lot.
GuruS9BWH answered about a year ago. Have replaced the motor after the recall did. Was
replaced in I just replaced it a week ago. Still not working right. Any suggestions? Kurt
answered about a year ago. GuruPPSC9 answered about a year ago. Guru2R6VP answered 11
months ago. Can i see a diagram on a chevy cobalt where the power steering is located. The
battery is new. I took the starter off and had it tested. They told me it;s ok. They said it might be
a starter relay Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the
opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or approved by
CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus
becomes aware that it violates our policies. You can read more here and make your cookie
choices. By continuing to use this site you agree to us doing so. Where is the power steering
located in a chevrolet cobalt Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Chevrolet Cobalt question. Search Chevrolet Cobalt
Questions. CarGurus Experts. Find great deals from top-rated dealers Search. Related Models
For Sale. Used Cars For Sale. To be clear, that torch is burning bright with widespread power
steering issues , electrical curiosities and a dangerous ignition switch defect which led to a
massive recall by GM. So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or
errors? It's not us. Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a
for-profit service, contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook
Retweet this page Email this page. Add Complaint. Consumer writes in regards to electric power
steering recall and reimbursement for repairs. The consumer stated her daughter was driving
the vehicle, when the steering wheel locked up. Her daughter was unable to turn the wheel and
consequently she hit a retainer wall. Prior to the accident, the consumer stated the steering
wheel would shake when braking or while driving at highway speed. The dealer stated the rotors
and brake pads needed to be replaced. However, after they were replaced, she continued to
experience the same problem. Consumer states several issues with vehicle related to recalls the
consumer stated there was a smell of gasoline inside the vehicle, five sensors were bad, there
was a problem with the fuel pump and fuel injection system. The RPM's jumped, when the
vehicle was in cruise control mode, the cruise control would shut off for no reason. The
consumer had a difficult time starting the vehicle, after she filled the tank, the vehicle would
steer to the left, and there were times when the vehicle would jump out of gear. Consumer
states issues with power steering in April , the consumer received a letter stating there was a
safety recall on the power steering motor and when the part arrived, it would be fixed free of
charge. The consumer went to the dealer and the recalled part was replaced. However, it also
caused the transmission to slip and hard braking whenever the power steering message
appeared. The consumer informed the dealer of the problem and the dealer stated it had nothing

to do with the recall. The consumer returned to the dealer again. The dealer claimed the problem
was the control arm bushing. The dealer replaced an im insulator, link, loose sway bar bushing
and the steering gear. The consumer stated she continued to experience the same problems
with the transmission, and the vehicle loosing power. The consumer returned to the dealer and
the mechanic stated the vehicle had an electrical problem. Search CarComplaints. Power
steering goes out while driving. This has happened several times. It just seems to get worse.
Message center will just state power steering. You can cut the car off and restart. This only
gives you a little more time. This is very dangerous. Please help!!! Steering: Electric power
assist system - I have a Chevrolet Cobalt. For the last four months the vehicle performed as it
had prior to experience the power steering issue that prompted me to have the recall performed.
For the last week, I have experienced intermittent power steering loss. Each time, while driving
the power steering loss warning message appears and I have a overall loss of power steering,
the braking system is compromised as it is slow to respond and the vehicle an automatic
transmission shakes violently as if it was trying to shift gears. This loss typically subsides at
higher speeds. I believe that the replacement part is also defective. I have had a problem with
my 06 Cobalt back in early 07 it was under warranty at the 7 times I took it to the dealer for
steering concerns. The dealership could not duplicate the hard steering problem or produce
computer problem. I was very adamant about this and also got new tires thinking that was the
problem. It was not! I was not aware of any serious problem with the power steering, and was
leary to drive my car a gift from my mom but had nothing else to drive. In March of this year on
the 30th I was coming from a friends home and was on a side road I slowed to make a right turn
and I could not get the car to go right, it was very hard to turn, and I went through the light and
hit a tree head on and the air bag did not deploy. I was told later I missed the sensor. The car
was totaled and G. I was told that even though the car sat for 2 months with a dead battery the
computer does not loose data. I know of several Cobalt owners who have had the power assist
replaced on more than one occasion and it still went out. The mechanics a. It is nice to know
that G. I also understand the computer has a history of not recording properly when there is a
problem. The rest of us who have had a crash with and without air bags need some kind of
solution. The contact owns a Chevrolet Cobalt. While the contact was driving 10 mph into a
parking space, a chime sounded and the power steering light illuminated along with enhanced
traction system warning indicators. There was a loss of power steering. The contac turned the
vehicle off. When the engine was restarted, the vehicle operated normally without the
illumination of the warning lights. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where the vehicle was
repaired under NHTSA campaign id number 10V steering: Electric power assist system. The
failure continued and the vehicle was taken back to the dealer three different times for the same
failure. The ECM was replaced but the failure continued. The failure mileage was 80, The contact
owns Chevrolet Cobalt. The contact was rear ended while traveling 55 mph, lost control of the
vehicle which caused her crash into the median wall and destroy the vehicle. The contact stated
that the power steering failed and she could not control the vehicle of stop it from crashing into
the median wall. Although the vehicle was a part of a recall, the contact did not receive the
recall campaign number 10V notice, which related to the electronic power assist, until August 1,
The recall was issued March 1, The contact stated that if they knew of the recall prior to the
accident, the lost of the vehicle could have been prevented. The contact was not aware of the
mileage on the vehicle. The contact stated that while driving, the power steering light
illuminated followed by a loss of power steering; then, the gauge began to "twitch". The vehicle
was repaired according to recall 10V at the dealership steering:electric power assist system but
the failure continued. The contact called the dealership who offered no assistance. The contact
had not spoken with the manufacturer at the time of the complaint. The current mileage was 49,
The failure mileage was approximately 48, The contact stated when driving at any speed and
turning the steering wheel to the right, there was an unusual cracking noise coming from the
steering wheel. The vehicle was taken to the dealer where the power assist motor was replaced
yet the failure persisted. The failure mileage was 36, and the current mileage was 51, The left
front strut was leaking oil and the steering column was replaced. The contact stated that her
vehicle was included in NHTSA recall campaign id number 10V, steering:electric power assist
system. An authorized dealer was notified and informed the contact that they did not have the
parts available to perform the recall repair. Approximately one month later an authorized dealer
told the contact that the parts were unavailable. The failure and current mileages were 29, The
contact stated while driving at approximate speeds of 30 mph, the power steering failed. The
vehicle began jerking and shaking excessively immediately following the failure. The contact
shut off the engine and when restarting, the vehicle resumed normal operation. The contact
stated the failure occurred several times and on one occasion when first starting the vehicle,
the power steering would not operate while in the park position. The vehicle was repaired under

the recall campaign however; the failure persisted twice following recall repairs. The dealer was
unable to duplicate the failure and the vehicle was not further repaired. The approximate failure
mileage was 44, and the current mileage was 45, The dealer stated the problem was a faulty
wire. The contact stated the power steering would intermittently fail and would reset itself
momentarily when the engine was shut off and then back on. The failure persisted and became
increasingly worse to the point where the vehicle no longer had any power steering assist. She
was able to locate NHTSA recall campaign id number: 10V power steering; electronic assist and
contacted the dealer. The dealer advised her VIN was not included in the recall campaign. The
failure and current mileages were , The contact stated the power steering would fail
intermittently without warning. When shutting off the engine and restarting, the power steering
would reset itself to normal operation. Although there was a recall for the failure NHTSA
campaign id number: 10V Steering: Electric power assist system , the manufacturer advised the
contacts VIN was not included and repairs would be at the owner's expense. The manufacturer
did advise if more vehicles were added to the recall, he could possibly be reimbursed for the
repairs. The failure mileage was 95, and the current mileage was 97, Letter from congressman
kanjorskion behalf of constituent re concerns about defective power steering in GMC Chevy
Cobalt. The consumer stated she was involved in a serious car accident due to the defective
power steering system. The consumer stated her make model and year was recalled for the
exact problem she experienced. Letter from congressman kanjorski on behalf of constituent re
defective power steering on GMC Chevy Cobalt the consumer stated she was involved in a
serious car accident due to the defective power steering system. Not what you are looking for?
Search for something else:. The power steering fluid in your Chevy Cobalt is the lifeblood of the
power steering system and allows you to steer the car easily. But if your steering has become
very hard, there could be a leak. To make sure, check the power steering fluid as soon as
possible to see if there is any missing. If so, you must get the leak fixed at an automotive repair
facility. Remember to keep a bottle of power steering fluid in your car at all times in case you
need it in an emergency. Locate the power steering reservoir in the engine bay. It will be
cylindrical in shape with a
toyota sienna 1999
how to change brakes on honda accord
automotive electricity and electronics 4th edition
black cover, and it will say "Power Steering" on the cap. Look for it next to the windshield
washer fluid. Open the cap of the power steering reservoir, and check the level of fluid on the
dipstick the dipstick is attached to the cap. There will be two markings labeled "Min" and "Max"
on the dipstick. If the fluid is at the "Min" point, add power steering fluid to the reservoir and
have the vehicle checked out by a professional for leakage. Shayrgo Barazi is a college
graduate with a degree in automotive engineering technology B. He is a successful writer and
has taken a college level technical writing course. He has an intuition for technology and has
the capacity to write, too. Step 1 Open the hood of the Cobalt. Step 2 Locate the power steering
reservoir in the engine bay. Step 3 Open the cap of the power steering reservoir, and check the
level of fluid on the dipstick the dipstick is attached to the cap. Place the cap back into the
reservoir, and close the hood of the car. Rehkopf;

